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Abstract 

Vegetation and water bodies are being utilized as tools to cool the local environment and combat 

intense heat events through water evaporation and vegetation evapotranspiration, shading, and 

modification of air movement. This study analyzes the magnitude, spatial and diurnal variability of 

cooling experienced in 20 m, 40 m and 80 m wide riparian zones compared to an unvegetated site 

along South Creek in southwest Sydney, Australia. Air temperature sensors were placed across the 

width of the buffer extending into adjacent grass fields, measuring at hourly intervals over the 

summer of 2022-2023. LiDAR data was used along three 5 km reaches to map the riparian zone, 

buffer width, and riparian cooling using a simple kriging interpolation. 

Vegetated buffer zones were 5-7 °C cooler with more consistent daily maximum temperatures and 

diurnal variation. Buffer width had little impact on the magnitude of cooling, with the 20 m riparian 

buffer showing the largest temperature reduction likely due to enhance airflow and river cooling, 

however the cooling effect of larger buffers extended further beyond the riparian canopy while 

covering a larger total area. These findings help understand how varying buffer widths can be 

implemented in urban design to combat the urban heat island effect.  
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1. Introduction, literature review and thesis aims 

1.1 Introduction 

Urban centers are both vulnerable and highly exposed to the hazard of high temperatures and 

extreme heat events (IPCC, 2022). For example Greater Sydney, Australia experience this hazard 

due to a combination of urban heat island (UHI), and a warming climate (Osmond and Sharifi, 2017; 

Elgendawy et al., 2020). 

The first challenge, UHI, is a product of urban development resulting in higher temperatures 

primarily through replacing natural surfaces with dark absorptive surfaces causing additional solar 

radiation absorption and surface longwave radiation (Voogt and Oke, 2003; Weng et al., 201; 

Montazeri et al., 2017; Solcerova et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2020). Other anthropogenic sources of waste-

heat include vehicles, buildings (Sun et al., 2018) and industry resulting in hotter conditions when 

compared to reference areas that lack significant urban development (Oke, 1973). In Sydney this 

caused urban environments to be 8-15 °C warmer than reference locations over the summer of 

2013/14 (Osmond and Sharifi, 2017; Caccetta et al., 2019). Despite coastal winds reducing ambient 

air temperatures, a multi-year study on Sydney’s UHI effect highlighted how the more western 

suburbs experience higher temperatures as a result of the local climate and UHI (Santamouris et al., 

2017). Western Sydney was found to experience triple the number of days over 23 °C than Eastern 

coastal areas with maximum UHI intensity being nearly twice as heigh in Western Sydney at 5.1 °C 

and 5.7 °C than Eastern coastal areas (Santamouris et al., 2017). 

The second challenge is climate change related warming, which has resulted in the 2010s and 2020s 

decades being some of the hottest on record. Significant warming in Sydney in 2019 saw average 

daily maximum temperatures being 2.2 °C warmer, as well as 19 additional days over 30 °C than the 

long-term (1961-1990) average (Bureau of Meteorology, 2019). This trend is projected to result in 

Sydney’s 2060 – 2079 climate having 1.6-2.5 °C higher maximum temperatures along with 10 – 20 

additional days over 35 °C annually (Office of Environment and Heritage, 2014).  

The combination of UHI and climate induced warming presents a significant challenge with extreme 

heat events becoming more common, intense, and lasting longer (Office of Environment and 

Heritage, 2014). These events cause significant and varied impacts to anthropogenic and natural 

systems. In urban environments heatwave events have resulted in infrastructure stress and 

breakdowns due to power outages and increased demand on healthcare services (McEnvoy et al., 

2009; Kjellstrom et al., 2013). Natural systems are also vulnerable to these events with a persistent 
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heatwave in Western Australia in 2009 resulted in “catastrophic mortality events” in avian species 

(McKechnie and Wolf, 2010). In other parts of the country future projected warming and changes 

to rainfall have been predicted to result in serval vegetation communities being at risk of extinction 

(Williams et al., 2003). 

Major development has been planned in Western Sydney which already features the hottest 

summer temperatures, the highest number of extreme heat events as well as an UHI effect of ~9 °C 

(Osmond and Sharifi, 2017; Santamouris et al., 2017; Greater Sydney Commission, 2018a). This is 

expected to become more severe with regional development creating around 185,000 new homes 

and the population to grow by nearly 500,000 by 2036 (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018a). As a 

result, several development plans look at ways to create more “sustainable” and “livable” urban 

environments (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018a) to address current and future issues of heat. A 

major component of these plans is the creation and use of additional greenspace for recreation 

areas as well as to act as thermal refuges, centered around the South Creek and catchment (Greater 

Sydney Commission, 2018b). This is rare for metropolitan plans with a review of 18 plans for cities 

around the world found that strategies to address UHI were rarely included, with plans that did 

consider options to combat UHI lacking evidence-based responses and quantitative data (Elgendawy 

et al., 2020). This contrasts with many studies globally, exploring the use of urban greening to 

combat UHI and the cooling impact of vegetated locations (Yu et al., 2020). Vegetated landscapes 

(greenspace) and aquatic elements (bluespace) have been shown to naturally cool surrounding 

areas, reducing temperatures via evaporation from water surfaces as well as evapotranspiration 

and shading from vegetation (Gunawardena and Wells 2017; Yu et al., 2020; Mirabi and Davies, 

2022). Rivers and their associated riparian zone offer both these cooling aspects while also providing 

a diverse array of socio-ecological functions including unique habitat and microenvironments (Booth 

et al., 2004). These environments can greatly improve and protect river health (Sweeney and 

Newbold, 2014), with available greenspace also being linked to numerous human health and 

wellbeing benefits (Frumkin et al., 2017).  

Several definitions for the riparian zone exist (Dufour et al., 2019) with this study considering both 

the definitions proposed by the National Research Council (US), and the NSW Government. The 

National Research Council (US) considered a variety of interdisciplinary definitions when creating 

their definition of riparian zones as the channel and streamside zones of rivers and streams that act 

as “transitional zones between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems… distinguished by gradients in 

biophysical conditions, ecological processes, and biota. They are areas through which surface and 
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subsurface hydrology connect water bodies. They include those portions of terrestrial ecosystems 

that significantly influence exchanges of energy and matter with aquatic ecosystems (i.e., a zone of 

influence)” (National Research Council, 2002, pg 33). The NSW Government, through the 

Department of Planning and Environment, classifies the riparian zone based on the physical aspects 

of the stream environment, with the riparian zone or vegetated riparian zone being the vegetated 

sections either side of a river channel within a riparian corridor (Department of Planning and 

Environment, 2022a). This study considers vegetated and unvegetated riparian zones. Vegetated 

zones being forested, containing a continuous canopy from river channel to the buffer width extent, 

while unvegetated zones may contain shrubs and grasses, but do not contain larger trees or shrubs 

that provide shade. This definition is more in line with the vegetated riparian corridor environment, 

present in the NSW guidelines (Department of Planning and Environment, 2022a). 

This chapter will review environmental benefits of riparian zones, thermal interactions between the 

river and riparian zone, riparian microclimate conditions, the use of riparian zones to combat UHI, 

and how remote sensing, geographic information systems (GIS) and modelling has been applied in 

this context. 

 

1.2 Environmental benefits of riparian zones in urban streams 

The presence or absence of riparian vegetation can alter channel morphology (Brierley et al., 1999), 

water quality, sediment regime (Booth et al., 2004), flood severity (Anderson et al., 2006) and 

species distributions (Richardson et al. 2005; Sabo et al., 2005). Sweeney and Newbold (2014) 

reviewed the services and impacts riparian buffers provide. They found that when vegetated and 

unvegetated rivers are compared riparian vegetation and the presence of a riparian buffer resulted 

in significantly wider channels in 5th order streams, reduced bank erosion and meandering, 

increased roughness and debris, and sufficient habitat quality to maintain fish and macro 

invertebrate communities. Riparian vegetation also has a significant effect on river temperature 

through shading of the water’s surface (Poole and Berman, 2001; Caissie 2006). River temperature 

has been used as a critical variable in assessing the health of river systems, particularly when species 

have temperature tolerance limits at various stages of their life cycle (Kristensen et al., 2014). A 

review by Balcombe et al. (2011) identified temperature thresholds for several Australian 

freshwater species like the Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii), Trout Cod (Maccullochella 

macquariensis) and Northern River Blackfish (Gadopsis marmoratus) which are expected to 
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experience declines in populations and distributions due to a combination of increasing 

temperatures and reduced flows. On the other hand, more temperature resilient species may see 

an increase in population due to reduced competition and expanded range (Balcombe et al., 2011). 

Urban development commonly results in streams and rivers being heavily modified and the removal 

of large riparian zones. Additionally due to the high surface impermeability of urban areas, 

stormwater flows and urban runoff is a major source of stream degradation (Palmer et al., 2014). 

The removal of vegetated riparian zones and replacement with urban surfaces has further worsened 

this issue, impacting the ecological health of the riparian zone and it’s ability to provide 

environmental benefits and ecosystem services (Booth et al., 2004; Newham et al., 2011; Palmer et 

al., 2014). Booth et al. (2004) have assessed how anthropogenic stressors impact local ecosystems. 

For example, how anthropogenic disruptions such as land use change, water extraction or pollution 

can alter the characteristics of the aquatic and terrestrial habitat resulting in flow on effects for 

species present. Vegetated riparian buffers can counteract and protect many rivers abiotic factors 

and provide unique microenvironments vital for invertebrates (Rykken et al., 2007b), amphibians 

(Olson et al., 2007), adding to species richness and biodiversity (Richardson et al. 2005; Sabo et al., 

2005). However, some studies have shown that high levels of urban runoff due to impermeable 

surfaces during storms can bypass the buffer effects of vegetated riparian zones (Walsh. 2004; 

Walsh et al., 2005). Nevertheless, even limited revegetation efforts has been shown to improve 

immediate stream conditions despite the surrounding urban environment (Thompson & Parkinson, 

2011).  

 

1.3 River Thermodynamics 

A prominent feature of the relationship between the riparian zone and its associated water system 

is its ability to reduce incoming solar radiation to moderate both air and water temperatures, as 

well as maintain soil moisture (Evans et al., 1998; Caissie 2006; Rykken et al., 2007a; Gunawardena 

et al., 2017). Surveys and models of the river energy budget find that net solar radiation (short-wave 

radiation) is the dominant component with net long-wave radiation and evaporative heat flux being 

less significant factors (Evans et al., 1998; Caissie 2006). Webb and Zhang (1999) found that net 

radiation accounted for 85% of energy gained and 27% of energy loss. Most of the energy exchange 

has been found to occur at the air/water interface at 82%, and 15% occurring at the 

streambed/water interface (Sinokrot and Stefan 1994). Other important factors determining water 
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temperature include flow variables such as discharge and residence time within a particular reach, 

as well as the input of water from different sources including tributary streams, precipitation, 

groundwater contributions, and anthropogenic (Loicq et al., 2018).  

There have been ongoing studies to predict and classify water temperature and describe a river’s 

thermal regime. Early attempts categorised thermal regimes based on latitude or on maximum 

temperature as ‘equatorial’, ‘tropical’ or ‘temperate’ (Smith, 1972). However, these generalizations 

have largely failed to adequately analyse thermal regimes due to the complex and individual 

characteristics of each stream and the environmental and climatic conditions within which it is set 

(Caissie 2006). More local, reach-based variables such as river type and channel orientation are 

important factors for stream temperature as they dictate the extent to which the channel and 

associated waters are exposed to solar radiation and the effectiveness of riparian shading (Jackson 

et al., 2021). 

 

1.4 Riparian Microclimate 

What makes a riparian zone unique from other forested areas in the landscape is the edge effect of 

water bodies that increase local relative humidity and decrease air temperature (Gunawardena et 

al., 2017). As a result of evaporation, the sensible heat of the air is transferred to the latent heat of 

the water, reducing local air temperatures, and increasing relative humidity (Gunawardena et al., 

2017). Additionally, dense forested riparian zones create microclimates of more moderate 

temperatures and humid conditions than unvegetated locations, through the processes of 

evapotranspiration and protection from winds and outside conditions (Syafii et al., 2016). These two 

forces of river evaporative cooling (river channel effect) and riparian vegetation evapotranspiration 

and shading (riparian vegetation effect) interact with each other and intruding external 

temperatures (edge effect) to create and define the riparian microclimate (Figure 1). 

Rykken et al (2007a) measured internal microclimate gradients for air and soil temperatures, as well 

as humidity for headwater streams in Oregon, US. They report a ~7 °C increase in afternoon air 

temperatures within the first 10 m of the river channel at their unvegetated site. The river channel 

effect extended to 20 m in fully forested environments. 
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Figure 1: Cooling and warming forces across the riparian zone. Adapted from Rykken et al (2007a).  

 

Du and Song (2016) found that larger water bodies such as lakes exhibited a stronger cooling (river 

channel) effect then smaller rivers in Shanghai, consistent with Ji and Zhu (2013) who studied rivers 

ranging from 8 m to 64 m in width. However, the impact of water depth on the riparian microclimate 

cooling experienced remains unexplored (Liang et al., 2021). Latitude has been found to affect urban 

blue space with lower latitude cities benefiting from a stronger cooling intensity (Yu et al., 2020). 

More local environmental factors have a high degree of influence such as prevailing wind (Syafii et 

al., 2016), and obstructive buildings or geography (Park et al., 2019). Park et al (2019) found wind 

played a significant role in a small, largely unvegetated waterway in Seoul, with windspeed 

extending the maximum extent of cooling from ~40 m at 1.15 m/s to ~100 m at 2.03 m/s.  

Similar to blue space, green spaces size has been positively correlated with the extent of cooling (Yu 

et al., 2020) with shape of these spaces influencing total shaded area and ability to promote airflow, 

determining the cooling extent and strength (Yu et al., 2020). However small and irregularly shaped 

spaces can have compromised cooling effects when they fail to form a stable internal microclimate 

(Kong et al., 2014). Additional factors such as vegetation type; grasses vs tree and leaf area index 

(LAI) have been found to be closely linked. Hardin and Jensen (2007) found that as the value of the 

LAI doubles, air temperature can drop by 1.2 °C. Hathway et al. (2012) found that the presence a 

riparian buffer was able to increase the amount of cooling at greater distances from the channel. 

Rykken et al. (2007) found clearcut forest locations to be significantly drier and hotter in the 

afternoon compared to locations with a 30 m buffer and fully forested sites. They also identified a 

5-6 °C decrease in 3 PM temperatures at the vegetated sites. Similarly, Anderson et al. (2007) found 

daily maximum temperatures to be 6-9 °C hotter in unvegetated sections of headwater streams in 
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western Oregon. The Tsai et al. (2017) study in Sheffield, UK found more moderate differences with 

non-riparian locations being 1 °C warmer and 3 °C warmer in extreme hot weather. 

The Yu et al. (2020) review of urban blue and greenspace studies found that landscape composition 

and other local environmental factors played a major role in the amount of cooling experienced. 

This resulted in variations between studies in the amount of cooling recorded, differing definitions 

of UHI, target temperature data, special resolution, and background climate factors as other 

contributing elements. 

 

1.5 Remote sensing and modelling 

Temperature and incoming radiation models have been widely employed to quantify the impact of 

riparian vegetation on water temperatures due to its ability to insulate incoming solar radiation 

(Greenberg et al., 2012; Loicq et al., 2018; Dugdale et al., 2019; Justice et al., 2020). Other studies 

have used remote sensing data to produce shade and temperature maps to better analyse the 

effectiveness of revegetation projects (Justice et al., 2020) or to project the impact of forest 

harvesting on water temperatures (Greenberg et al., 2012).  

Several options for using remotely sensed data are available for identifying riparian vegetation and 

processing its impact on stream temperature with many studies relying on LiDAR datasets to map 

and model the riparian vegetation. Dugdale et al. (2019) compares the performance of six distinct 

vegetation datasets including Structure from airborne Motion photogrammetry (SfM) and a 1 m 

resolution LiDAR, a 2 m and 5 m resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM), as well as more geometric 

polygon layers indicating forested areas. Unsurprisingly the poorer performing models including the 

lower resolution DEM and polygon layers had a large amount of error when compared to the SfM 

layer which was used as a reference due to its expected high quality. Estimations for tree height 

overestimated the height when using lower resolution datasets. LiDAR correlated well with SfM with 

a slight bias in underestimating tree height (Boyd and Kasper, 2003). These resolution errors can 

permeate through a model, as Boyd and Kasper (2003) found that inaccuracies in modelled tree 

height translate to an overestimation in riparian shading and a resulting cooler temperature. When 

applied along streams, cooler packets of water were further cooled by an overestimation of riparian 

shade resulting in 1-2oC difference after 2 km. 
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Greenberg et al. (2012), used a high-resolution LiDAR digital surface model and processed per-pixel 

shade cast on the water’s surface at a given hour to project the removal of the riparian vegetation. 

They ran the model with, and then excluding the riparian vegetation finding a 9% increase in river 

solar radiation with vegetation removal with an average 647 Wh/m2/day during summer and a 

potential 0-15oC water temperature increase (Greenberg et al., 2012). Another study by Wawryniak 

et al. (2017) calculated shadow factor using a high-resolution DEM and simulated the 3d 

environment every hour, to model riparian and groundwater associated cooling in a high-order 

stream in Austria. Including and excluding the impact of shade projected a 10% increase in solar 

radiation absorbed with temperatures increasing 0.26 ± 0.12 °C and 0.31 ± 0.18 °C for the two 

modelled periods (Wawryniak et al., 2017). These models can be used to project the impacts of 

riparian management or channel conditions. Jackson et al. (2021) modelled river channels of varying 

orientation, width, discharge, and volume, and included obstacles representing riparian vegetation. 

The difference in incoming radiation was used to determine where the greatest reduction in stream 

temperatures is along the catchment for existing vegetation and revegetation efforts. Justice et al. 

(2007) achieved a similar outcome using Heat Source (Boyd and Kasper, 2003), a process-based 

temperature model which computes effective shade based on channel geometry, orientation, 

aspect, and vegetation height. The modelled temperature output was compared with ‘future’ river 

conditions considering additional vegetation and channel narrowing, highlighting areas for 

restoration prioritization based on the most effective shading and proximity to known salmon 

spawning areas. 

UHI has been quantified in numerous studies, however microclimate studies for riparian areas are 

poorly developed (Eskelson et al. 2011) with the Kim and Brown (2021) systematic review of 51 

studies measuring and modelling UHI found the majority to focus on the Meso scale (10 -100 km). 

UHI intensity is the most common target and generally modelled from satellite infrared data to infer 

land surface temperature (Mather et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). Very few studies have attempted 

to model and map the riparian microclimate regarding the cooling of the surrounding environment. 

Rocha et al. (2022) mapped the evapotranspiration of urban greenspace around Berlin, Germany 

based on land use and greenspace location. Using climate conditions and vegetation characteristics 

they produce large scale heatmaps of evapotranspiration and subdivide this into evapotranspirative 

cooling service, which is derived from the amount of evapotranspiration (mm/day), and the 

radiative cooling effects which is the estimated soil temperature cooling due to vegetation shading. 

Jiang et al. (2020) model differing urban layouts in waterfront districts to identify how greenspace 
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influences cooling. Their simulations of the 3 urban layouts found that the districts with wider 

riparian zones resulted in the furthest reaching cooling effect the cooler districts having a buffer 

width of 90-100 m extending their cooling to 500 to 600 m. Orientation also played a major role 

with N-S channelling the southernly monsoon cold air leaving it unobstructed (Jiang et al., 2020). 

Eskelson et al. (2011) created three Kriging derived temperature models of the riparian microclimate 

considering several variables in addition to distance to stream and vegetation extent. They found 

that distance to stream and height above stream were the most important covariates with their use 

of more advance interpolation methods like kriging with external drift, which can incorporate 

additional covariates and has been more widely used to create microclimate profiles (Eskelson et 

al., 2011). Other geoprocessing methods for modelling air temperatures between points of know 

temperature have been widely used in regional scales (Hadi and Tombul, 2018). The different way 

these models interpolate temperature could result in more accurate models, however Hadi and 

Tombul (2018) comparison of eight of these spatial interpolation methods including IDW and several 

Kriging models found no significant difference between methods.  

 

1.6 Thesis Aims and Objectives 

Quantitative information on the riparian microclimate and associated cooling is still subject to a 

large degree of variability and disagreement (Brooks and Snowman, 2009; Yu et al., 2020; Liang et 

al., 2021). This is largely a product of local and regional factors influencing temperature gradients 

within the riparian microclimate and altering how cooling is expressed to the surrounding 

environment (Rykken et al., 2007a). This has resulted in difficulties with firstly, communicating the 

impact on mitigating extreme heat and secondly, guiding better management practices. 

Furthermore, few studies have attempted to spatially map the riparian microclimate (Eskelson et 

al., 2011) and, there is a lack of blue and greenspace studies in the study area of Sydney for the 

types of local vegetation present. To address these issues this thesis has four aims: 

1. To measure air temperature within riparian zones of varying buffer width and adjacent fields. 

2. To quantitatively define the impact and extent of the river channel, riparian vegetation, 

and edge effects, and how these are impacted by differing riparian zones widths. 

3. To produce riparian zone heat maps from temperature models using remotely sensed data. 
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4. With both field-collected and remote-sensed data, classify the most effective riparian 

buffer width for reducing internal and surrounding temperatures with a focus on combatting 

urban heat. 

Additionally, the thesis hypotheses are: 

1. Vegetated areas will have lower daily maximum temperatures than unvegetated areas, due 

to the presence of riparian vegetation cooling. 

2. Internal daily maximum temperatures of the vegetated riparian zones will decrease with 

increasing width, due to stronger riparian vegetation cooling. 

3. Riparian vegetation cooling at sites with larger buffer widths will extend further into the 

adjacent fields. 

Addressing these aims will help inform river management practices and urban designers on how to 

create effective riparian microclimates and utilize the cooling potential of these zones to combat 

extreme heat. 

 

2 Regional Settings and methods 

2.1 Regional Setting 

South Creek is a tributary stream of the Hawksbury River and the truck stream of the Wianamatta 

South Creek Catchment. Southwest Sydney sees maximum temperatures range from 30.2 °C in 

January to 17.5 °C in July with an annual mean of 24 °C (Bureau of Meteorology, 2023b). Peak 

temperatures were recorded January 2020 at 47.6 °C. On average there are 55.3 days over 30 °C a 

year. Solar exposure is highest over December with mean daily exposure at 6.27 kWh/m2/day 

estimated from satellite imagery (Bureau of Meteorology, 2023b). Total yearly discharge for South 

Creek has ranged from the lowest in 1994 at 1,093 ML/year to the highest in 2022 at 313,335 

ML/year (Bureau of Meteorology, 2023a) with a mean annual rainfall of 716 mm (Bureau of 

Meteorology, 2023b). Typically, peak flows occur during March, however median monthly flows are 

similar across February, March, June, July, and December and range from 0.29 to 0.076 m3/s (Bureau 

of Meteorology, 2023a). 

South Creek is 5th order stream based on the Strahler classification until it’s confluence with 

Thompsons Creek at the Rossmore marking (Figure 2B) where it becomes a 6th order stream. The 63 
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km length descends 90 m in elevation from its origin at Orland Park, with the catchment covering a 

total area of 617 km2.  South Creek runs through a mix of suburban and agricultural lands resulting 

in a mix of unforested grazing lands and sections of remnant vegetation. Based on the NSW 

Department of Planning and Environment riparian guidelines, riparian zones (or vegetated riparian 

corridors) are to extend 40 m either side of the channel (Department of Planning and Environment, 

2022a). As a result of a history of land clearing and more recent urban development South Creek is 

considered one of the most degraded catchments along the Hawkesbury-Nepean River system 

(Department of Planning and Environment, 2022b). Several public parks and reserves are situated 

along the river resulting in some instances of a larger intact Cumberland Riverflat Forest which 

includes canopies of rough-barked apple (Angophora floribunda), broad-leaved apple (Angophora 

subvelutina) with sections of forest red gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) and cabbage gum (Eucalyptus 

amplifolia) (Benson and Jocelyn, 1990). The understories are populated with a cover of grasses with 

small herbs and ferns. Adjacent areas or sections featuring no riparian zone contain t Tussock and 

Rytidosperma grasses, with grazing sites featuring shorter Paspalum grasses (Benson and Howell, 

1990).  

 

2.2 Site characteristics 

Along the trunk stream of South Creek, four sites were selected to represent differing riparian buffer 

widths. These include the largely unvegetated site at the Twin Creeks location with a 0 m wide 

riparian buffer, medium and well vegetated sites at the Rossmore location representing 20 and 40 

m buffer widths and a highly vegetated site at the Mamre location with an 80 m buffer width (Figure 

2). Specific measurements and sensor placement in each zone are highlighted in Figure 6. 

Selection criteria for determining site included morphological attributes of the river and surrounding 

floodplains with each site requiring similar characteristics including a channel North – South 

orientation, lack of tributary inclusions, similar channel width and depth, as well as similar 

vegetation community while being easily accessible with landowner permission. Additionally, the 

vegetated sites needed a continuous forested riparian zone which bordered unvegetated 

grasslands. Riparian zone width was first measured with ESRI world imagery (available at 

https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/World_Imagery/MapServer) using 

measurement tools in Arc GIS Pro 2023 as part of the Macquarie University licensed software 

(Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). (2023). ArcGIS Release 3.1.0 Redlands, CA, USA) 
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iButton DS1925 (Maxim/Dallas Semiconductor Corp., USA) temperature sensors were installed 1 m 

above the ground facing west and attached to wooden stakes or trees where available, an example 

of the wooden stakes with sun shield can be seen in Figures 3B, 4B and 7. The sensors were fixed to 

rubber based adhesive tape which was then nailed to the stakes or trunks to avoid a direct sensor 

to tree or stake connection. Aluminium flashing sheets were placed above each sensor to block any 

direct sunlight. Sensors were missioned to record hourly, on the hour, at an accuracy of 0.0625 °C. 

Additionally, two HOBO MX2201 (Onset, Bourne, MA, USA) temperature sensors with an accuracy 

of (0.5 °C) were installed instream at the beginning of each sensor array on the water surface and 

channel bed. The water 

temperature sensors were also 

missioned to record temperature 

hourly, on the hour. Both air and 

water temperature sensors 

collecting data between the 29th of 

November 2022 to the 6th of March 

2023 across all sites. Each of the 

water and air temperature sensor 

were tested together before and 

after installation to record any 

deviation between each sensor. 

 

2.3.2  Data processing 

Sensor data was classified between each site and zone including water, riparian and field. For both 

air and water temperatures, daily minimum and maximum values were used to create mean daily 

maximum and minimum values for each sensor, and hour.  

South Creek experienced overbank flooding during the recording period. Therefore, potential 

outliers were identified if the air temperature daily maximum values for individual sensors were 5 

°C lower than the reference weather station data at Badgerys Creek (Bureau of Meteorology, 

2023b). This was to avoid analysing air temperatures that were artificially cooler due to being 

submerged during these flooded, with some sensors at the 20 and 40 m sites showed signs of being 

inundated. The sensors at 20 m at the 20 m site and 85 m at the 80 m site were incomplete from 

Figure 7: Sensor fixture to tree trunks (left) and wooden 

stakes (right) 
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19th December 2022. To adjust, these daily maximum and minimum values were approximated 

using the median of the adjacent sensors. The 40 m sensor at the 0 m site had its sun shield folded 

and covered in mud and vegetation debris likely causing the decrease in maximum daily 

temperatures observed. As a result, this sensor is ignored in data processing and analysis. Only the 

channel bed water temperature sensor data was used due to surface sensors repeatedly being 

exposed to the air due to changes in water level. Furthermore, data between 12th December 2022 

and 21st December 2022 was removed due to the 20 m and 40 m channel bed sensors being 

exposed. 

Air temperature sensors were grouped as either riparian or field, based on their zone relative to the 

‘last tree’, or riparian edge sensor being included in both zones. Minitab Statistical software v21.4 

(Minitab, LLC, 2023) One-Way ANOVA tests were used assuming equal variances, with Fisher 

Pairwise comparisons used to compare the unvegetated site with other vegetated sites. This was 

done for both mean minimum and maximum daily temperatures for riparian and field zone. 

Differences in the means were considered significant with a P value of < 0.05. To test for significance 

between buffer widths the same approach was used to compare vegetated 20 m, 40 m, and 80 m 

sites for both field and riparian zone. Water and air temperature variation for both mean daily 

minimum and maximum temperature was also carried out using an ANOVA test for equal variances. 

To remove any bias as a result of differing buffer width, common distances were also compared 

based on sensor temperatures limited to within 20 m of the channel or riparian edge. The same 

ANOVA tests were conducted on these new riparian and field datasets for each site. 

 

2.3.3  Geoprocessing 

To analyse the riparian conditions along sections of South Creek, three 5 km reaches were selected 

corresponding with our three study locations at Mamre, Twin Creeks and Rossmore as shown in 

Figure 2B. The placement of the 5 km reach was based on their inclusion of the sensor transects and 

to avoid tributaries. Geoprocessing was conducted using ArcGis Pro (v3.1.0). 

Riparian Inventory: To map riparian width and location along each study reach a riparian inventory 

map was created highlighting areas of mean riparian vegetation height over 5 m. This map created 

a Relative Elevation Mode (REM) of each reach based on a LAS formatted LiDAR downloaded from 

the Elevation and Depth - Foundation Spatial Data (ELVIS) portal, (https://elevation.fsdf.org.au/) 
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that was collected on 16th July 2019 with a 0.3 m vertical and 0.8 m horizontal accuracy and 4 points 

per m2 density. A section of these REM for each reach is visible in figure 8. The constructed REM was 

based off the ‘first of many’ return values with areas including buildings, bridges and powerlines 

excluded. Output values were limited to 0 – 10 m in elevation within 80 m of the river thalweg which 

was manually placed. Mean elevation was calculated over irregular grids extending 500 m along the 

river and 20 m into the riparian zone with 4 grids on each site of the river to extend to a total of 80 

m either side of the river channel. Additionally, a secondary mean vegetation height was calculated 

for the more immediate river conditions based on 500 x 15 m irregular grids which extended only 

15 m either side of the river thalweg. Using mean vegetation height grids with a height over 5 m 

were classified as ‘riparian’ allowing for riparian buffer width to be calculated in 20 m intervals. Each 

500 m segment had its buffer width classified by the lowest values on either side of the channel. 

Temperature Overlay: The temperature overlay map was created for the Mamre and Rossmore 

locations, along the same 5 km reaches as the riparian inventory maps using the riparian inventory 

maps to determine riparian extent (Figure 19B, C). An additional map was created for the Mamre 

reach to simulate unvegetated conditions. Temperature points were placed at the channel, riparian 

edge, and survey extent every 50 m. The values of these points were based off mean daily maximum 

values collected at the air temperature sensors arrays. As the magnitude of cooling varied little 

between the different buffer widths (Figure 11) values for the vegetated sections were kept 

consistent at 26. 5 °C for bank locations, 27.8 °C at the riparian edge and 35 °C at the survey extent. 

The unvegetated sections had bank temperature points of 30.8 °C and 35 °C at the survey extent. 

An additional line of points 5 m beyond the channel of 34 °C to represent the extent of the river 

channel effect. Ordinary Kriging using a Spherical simi-variogram model with each cell considering 

the values of 20 temperature points. IDW processing was tested as an alternative however 

performed poorly resulting in maps overexpressing the individual temperature points rather than 

the differing zones. The variable search radius set to 20 points considered produced the clearest 

maps with the option of set distance resulting in a poorer projection likely due to the differences 

between temperature zones (river, riparian edge and survey extent) varying along the target reach. 

The output raster was limited to a cell size of 5 m2 for reduced processing time. A One-way ANOVA 

not assuming equal variances was used to determine significance between the vegetated and 

unvegetated Mamre models. Modelled temperatures were calculated along the same 20 m, 40 m 

and 80 m temperature transects as used in the field (Figure 2).  
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Minimum air temperatures showed less variation in magnitude between each site and weather 

station data however each site reached their lowest recorded temperature at differing times for 

both the riparian and field zones. The unvegetated site once again having the more extreme 

temperatures at 4.1 °C on the 15/12/22 (Figure 9). Compared to the unvegetated site, riparian mean 

daily maximum temperatures ranged from 7.3°C cooler at the 20 m site to 6.9 °C at the 80 m site, 

with the 40 m site being the warmest at 5.8 °C cooler (Table 1). The riparian zones were also 

significantly (P = 0.00) less variable with more consistent daily maximum temperatures and 

significantly (P = 0.00) lower standard deviation than the unvegetated site.  

Buffer width had a mixed impact on the reduction in daily maximum riparian temperatures (Figure 

10). Comparing between the riparian buffer widths, the 40 m site was found to have a significantly 

(P = 0.00) warmer daily maximum riparian temperature of 28.1 °C (Table 1), with temperatures of 

the 20 and 80 m buffers not being statistically different (P = 0.205) despite the large size difference. 

Furthermore, temperature variation between the 20 m and 80 m riparian zones did not differ 

significantly (P = 0.09), with only the 40 m site showing significantly (P = 0.00) lower variation. 

The field zones adjacent to the riparian zones each had significantly cooler (P = 0.00) daily maximum 

temperatures than the unvegetated site. The 20 m site experienced the largest reduction in mean 

daily maximum field temperature of 3.6 °C. The 40 and 80 m sites were cooler to a smaller extent 

at 2.1 °C and 1.98 °C respectively. The 20 and 40 m sites also experience significantly (P = 0.00) less 

field temperature variation with the 80 m and unvegetated sites having a statistically similar 

temperature variation (P = 0.602). 

Analysis of buffer width and maximum field temperatures found that the 20 m site had significantly 

(P = 0.00) lower temperatures compared to the 40 and 80 m sites which were not significantly 

different from each other (P = 0.794).  

In contrast, the presence of a riparian buffer saw higher daily minimum temperatures at the 

vegetated sites compared to the unvegetated site. Mean minimum temperatures within the riparian 

zones were significantly warmer (P = 0.00) compared to the unvegetated site. For the 80 m site, the 

mean daily minimum temperature was 3.5 °C warmer, 1.4 °C at the 40 m, and 1.7 °C at the 20 m site 

(Table 1). These riparian minimum temperatures had significantly (P = 0.00) less variation.  
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Figure 9: Maximum and minimum daily temperatures across each of the sites for the riparian zone 

(A) and field (B). Daily maximum and minimum data from the Bureau of Meteorology’s Badgerys 

Creek weather station is also included. 
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3.1.2  Air temperature gradients 

Across each of the sites maximum air temperatures increased the further from the river channel 

and the boundaries of each riparian zone. In the unvegetated site, temperature gradients are limited 

to within 5 m of the river channel with an initial increase of 5.2 °C and then plateauing at ~35 °C for 

the remaining 35 m. In the vegetated sites, riparian temperature gradients of between 1-2 °C being 

limited to 10 m at the 40 m site and extending 20 m at the 80 m site, with the 20 m site having no 

clear temperature gradients within the riparian zone. The wider buffers experienced smoother 

temperature gradients across the entire riparian zone with the 40 m riparian zone forming a 20 m 

plateau at 27.9 °C and the larger 80 m zone containing a 40 m plateau at 26.9 °C.  

Figure 11: Mean daily maximum (solid lines) and minimum (dashed lines) temperature gradients for 

each sensor at each site. Mean temperatures for the 0 m site are included for each other site in 

blue. The red lines indicate the riparian tree line. 
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The temperature gradients for the 40 m site revealed no clear impact of the ~3 m break in the 

riparian canopy with temperatures consistent along the 20 – 30 m mark (Figure 11). This trend of 

smoother temperature gradients extended into the adjacent fields with the 20 m site increasing to 

plateau after 10 m while at the 40 m site temperatures took 20 m to plateau. The 80 m temperatures 

increasing rapidly along the 50 m stretch of field surveyed forming no clear temperature plateau. 

When examining minimum daily temperature, gradients were flatter compared to maximum 

temperatures with the unvegetated site experiencing a -0.78 °C shift in temperature across the 40 

m survey area, with the majority of this trend occurring within 10 m on the river channel. The 

vegetated zones also had a small temperature shifts within 5 m of the stream channel with 

temperatures decreasing 1.25 °C at the 20 m site within 5 m of the channel while the 40 m site 

steadily decreased 0.9 °C within 10 m of the channel. The larger 80 m riparian zone was found to 

increase minimum temperatures moving into away from the channels edge followed by a steep 2.8 

°C decrease moving 10 m beyond the riparian zone. This temperature reduction as also present to 

a lesser degree at the 40 m site with temperatures decreasing 1.5 °C 5 m beyond the riparian zone. 

 

3.1.3  Common distance air temperatures 

 When comparing the daily maximum air temperatures at common distances for each site and zone 

to account for the larger areas surveyed for the 40 m and 80 m sites, the impact of buffer width is 

minimal with the 20 m riparian zone still significantly cooler (P = 0.00) (Table 2). However, the 40 m 

is 0.6 °C cooler when limiting the selection of sensors to 20 m. Field temperatures are also lower by 

0.39 °C and 1 °C for the 40 and 80 m respectively. Despite this decrease the 20 m field daily maximum 

temperatures were still significantly (P = 0.00) cooler than the 40 and 80 m, however the 80 m was 

now significantly cooler than the 40 m zone (P = 0.00). Linear temperature gradients across the 

vegetated sites highlight similar rates of increase (0.25 °C/m) in the first 20 m of the riparian zone 

(Figure 12A), with the 40 m site starting with a 0.8 °C higher bankside temperature. Beyond the 

riparian zone the 20 m site increases the fastest at 1.6 °C/m followed by the 80 m site at 1.4 °C/m 

with the 40 m site gaining temperature the slowest 0.4 °C/m (Figure 12B). 
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3.1.3 Diurnal air temperature variation 

When comparing the vegetated and 

unvegetated sites, the riparian 

microclimate experiences smoother 

temperature gradients and mixed peak 

temperature times (Figure 13A). The 

most pronounced difference occurs 

when examining mean hourly maximum 

temperatures, with the unvegetated 0 m 

site reaching its daily maximum later in 

the day at higher temperatures (44.3 °C 

at 4 PM). In contrast the riparian 

temperatures were lower by 10.2 °C at 

the 20 m riparian zone and 8.1 °C at the 

40 m and 80 m zone. The riparian zones 

also reached maximum daily 

temperatures earlier in the day at 2 PM 

at the 20 m and 40 m site, while at the 

80 m site maximum temperature 

plateaued, changing only 0.54 °C 

between 2 and 4 PM. 

Overnight temperature gradients were 

also more moderate in the riparian zones 

with the unvegetated site decreasing 

rapidly after 6 PM to become colder than 

the riparian zones by 9 PM. Similarly in 

the morning the unvegetated site 

changed from coldest to hottest, 

increasing by 9.9 °C from 6 AM to 9 AM. 

Minimum hourly temperatures were less 

impacted by the presence of a vegetated 

riparian zone, with 8 AM – 8 PM 
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Figure 13: Mean riparian (A) and field (B) maximum 

and minimum hourly temperatures for each site. 

The 0 m unvegetated site is included in both riparian 

and field datasets. 
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temperatures being similar across all sites (Figure 13A). However, overnight the vegetated riparian 

zones were 5 – 10 °C warmer with the larger 80 m riparian zone creating the warmest overnight 

temperatures. 

Maximum hourly field temperatures at the vegetated sites experienced cooler temperatures during 

the day, with the 20 m and 40 m field temperatures between 12 and 6 PM being significantly (P = 

0.00) cooler than the 0 m site (Figure 13B). The 80 m field was not (P = 0.149). Similarly, to the 

riparian zones the daily maximum field temperatures arrived earlier for the 20 m and 40 m sites at 

2 PM. The 80 m site peaked later in the day at 5 PM reaching 43.6 °C, surpassing the unvegetated 

site before rapidly cooling in the following hours. Minimum hourly field temperatures followed 

showed a similar but less pronounced trend to the riparian temperatures with 8 AM – 8 PM 

temperatures being similar across all sites (Figure 13B). Minimum hourly values were significantly 

(P = 0.00) higher for the 80 m riparian zone overnight between 8 PM to 8 AM compared to the 

unvegetated site as well as the 20 m and 40 m sites which were not significantly (P = 0.00) different 

from each other. This 8 PM to 8 AM warming present in the 80 m riparian zone was also present in 

overnight minimum field temperature being 1.8 °C warmer than the 20 m site, 2.0 °C compared to 

the 40 m site, and 2.3 °C to the unvegetated 0 m site. 

 

3.2 Water Temperatures 

3.2.1  Daily maximum and minimum water temperatures 

Across the survey period both maximum and minimum daily water temperatures across each site 

rose steadily. However, the timing and magnitude of the maximum and minimum temperatures 

varied, with the unvegetated site reaching its maximum of 27.8 °C on the 21/02/23 and the 80 m 

site reaching 26.6 °C on the 28/01/23. The 20 m and 40 m sites each reached their maximum water 

temperature on the 03/02/23 at 25.2 °C and 24.9 °C respectively (Figure 14A). 

For minimum daily water temperatures each all sites recorded their minimum temperature on the 

21/12/22 of 19.9 °C, 16.56 °C, 15.57 °C, and 18.32 °C for the unvegetated, 20 m, 40 m, and 80 m 

sites respectively (Figure 14B). 
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Water temperatures also varied between sites, with each of the vegetated sites showing 

significantly (P = 0.00) cooler daily maximum and minimum temperatures than the unvegetated site 

(Figure 16A). Daily maximum temperatures were 0.5 °C cooler at the 80 m site compared to the 

unvegetated site, while the 20 m and 40 m site were a further 2.1 °C and 2.4 °C cooler respectively 

(Table 3). This trend was also maintained for daily minimum temperatures with the difference in 

maximum and minimum being 2.0 °C (Figure 16B, Table 3). Furthermore, differences in mean 

minimum temperature mirrored the maximum values. Variation in maximum and minimum daily 

temperatures did not significantly (daily max P = 0.467) (daily min P = 0.839) differ between each of 

the vegetated sites and the unvegetated site. 

Figure 15: Mean maximum and minimum hourly water temperatures for each site. Maximum 

temperatures are indicated with a solid line, minimum temperatures are indicated with a dashed 

line. 
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3.2.2  Diurnal water temperature variation 

Temperatures at the 0 m site and 80 m site reached maximum daily water temperature at a similar 

time with the 0 m site reaching a maximum of 27.8 °C at 5 PM while the 80 m site reached its 

maximum temperature of 26.6 – 26.64 °C between 5 to 6 PM respectively (Figure 15). In contrast 

the 20 m and 40 m sites reach their maximum daily water temperature at 2 AM (24.8 °C) and 4 AM 

(24.9 °C) respectively. Minimum hourly water temperatures do not share this contrast with each 

site of the vegetated zones sharing a similar trend of afternoon warming and a peak in the mid to 

late evening (Figure 15). The 0 m site varied to a smaller degree reaching its maximum of 19.95 °C 

at 0 AM (midnight) and only decreasing to its minimum daily temperature of 19.06 °C at 8 AM. In 

contrast the vegetated zones varied to a larger degree with the 20 m site varying 1.9 °C, the 40 m 

varying 1.89 °C and the 80 m site varying 1.54 °C (Figure 15).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Daily maximum (A) and 

minimum (B)  

temperatures for each site. X indicate the 

mean, the middle line indicates median, 

the whiskers extend to the maximum and 

minimum. 
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zone (Figure 21A, B). The modelled 

unvegetated Mamre location (Figure 21C) 

a spiking pattern in relation to the 

placement of the temperature points 

where temperatures of ~31 °C would 

extend to 100 – 200 m from the river 

channel. 

Each of the models compared poorly to 

their correlating in-field temperature 

gradients with the 20 m and 40 m buffer 

width zones modelled temperatures 

beyond the riparian zone being 4-6 °C 

cooler (Figure 22A, B). Temperatures 

across the Mamre reach more moderate 

across all distance from the river with 

temperatures only increasing 3 °C across 

the 150 m transect (Figure 22C). 

Temperatures along this transect were ~2 

°C warmer within the riparian zone and 2-

4 °C cooler beyond the tree line. 
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Figure 22:  Modelled (dashed lines) and in-field (solid) 

daily maximum air temperatures gradients for sites 

with a 20 m buffer (A), 40 m buffer (B) and 80 m 

buffer (C).  
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Riparian Microclimate 

4.1.1  Bankside Air Temperatures 

Each site featured the lowest temperatures adjacent to the river channel indicating the presence of 

a river channel effect that reduces daily maximum air temperatures. The extent of this is clearest 

when comparing temperature on the bankside with surrounding temperatures (Figure 11, Figure 

12), where clear temperature gradients occur at bankside locations in the 0 m, 40 m, and 80 m sites.  

The unvegetated 0 m site which has no riparian vegetation, only experienced a river channel effect 

that produced the largest reduction in daily maximum temperatures at nearly 5 °C within 5 m of the 

river channel. These findings are similar to others, including Rykken et al. (2007a) who found similar 

levels of cooling due to the river channel effect. It is possible that this warming also occurred within 

the first 5 m; however, their study included temperature sensors at only 0 m, 10 m, 30 m, and 70 m 

from the channel. Murakawa et al. (1991) also observed a strong river channel effect in the highly 

urbanised environment of Hiroshima, Japan where temperatures above the unvegetated Ota River 

were 5 °C cooler. 

In this study along South Creek, vegetated sites (20 m, 40 m, 80 m) had lower bankside 

temperatures, due to both the cooling forces of the river channel and a riparian vegetation effect. 

Comparing temperatures across the riparian zone to the ~35 °C temperature plateau at the 0 m site 

indicates a ~6-7 °C decrease in daily maximum temperatures (Table 1) produced by the riparian 

vegetation effect (Figure 10, Figure 11). The immediate bankside temperatures of the vegetated 

sites indicate that the river channel effect only cools the vegetated sites a further ~1 °C. This 

indicates either a weaker river channel effect at vegetated sites or that the river channel and riparian 

vegetation effect do not compound effectively and can only reduce temperatures to a maximum of 

8-9 °C instead of the expected 11-12 °C, based on the 5 °C river channel effect in the unvegetated 

zone and 6-7 °C riparian vegetation effect. 

The decrease in river channel effect due to the presence of riparian vegetation is mirrored in Rykken 

et al. (2007a) who also saw more muted temperature gradients at bankside locations at their 30 m 

buffer and fully forested sites. In vegetated, lower order streams the river channel effect tends to 

have limited impact on temperatures (Brooks and Snowman, 2009).  The Brook and Snowman 

(2009) study on first to third order streams in New England, USA found no evidence of a temperature 

gradients within 30 m of the river channel. Differences in the quantitative findings of these studies 
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are likely due to differing study periods, forests, and stream types as well as differing regional 

climates to those occurring at South Creek (Brooks and Snowman, 2009; Yu et al., 2020). 

In this study the river channel effect extended 10 m at the wider 40 m and 80 m sites compared to 

only 5 m at the unvegetated site. The spatial extent of the river channel effect is influenced by the 

presence of a riparian vegetation buffer, but this effect did not scale with increasing buffer width. 

This was not the case for the Rykken et al. (2007a) microclimate survey, with the river channel effect 

extending further at the fully forested site compared to the 30 m buffer. By contrast, in the 

Murakawa et al. (1991) study of the Ota River, cooling was present hundreds of meters from the 

river channel with the urban landform possibly promoting airflow and channelling of cool air, while 

larger waterbodies have also been found to generate stronger cooling (Du and Song, 2016). 

The lack of a clear river channel effect at the 20 m site is likely due to a combined river channel, 

riparian and edge effects due to the smaller site size. This is seen in the riparian gradients over the 

common first 20 m distance (Figure 11, Figure 12A) with each of the vegetated sites sharing similar 

net temperature increases of ~ 1 °C in daily maximum temperatures within the first 20 m, except 

the 20 m site that experiences warming at the 20 m mark. For the 20 m site this warming is likely 

due to the edge effect rather than a diminishing river channel effect. This counterbalance in cooling 

/ warming effects was found by Olson et al. (2007) in riparian microclimate studies in the American 

Pacific Northwest. 

 

4.1.2 Riparian Air Temperatures 

Air temperatures across the riparian zone were all significantly cooler than the unvegetated site, 

with maximum daily temperatures across the riparian zones being 6-5.5 °C cooler than mean 

temperatures for the unvegetated site. Along wider riparian zones, air temperatures plateaued 

further away from the influence of the river channel and edge effects (Figure 11). This produced 

large decreases in daily maximum temperature of between 6-7 °C at the 40 m and 80 m sites 

compared to the unvegetated site at similar distances from the river channel. These temperature 

plateaus persisted for 10 m from the riparian edge after which temperatures increased due to the 

edge effect.  

Air temperatures across each of the riparian zones were also subject to significantly less 

temperature variation with daily maximum temperatures having lower standard deviation and 
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tighter inter quartile ranges (Table 1). This contrasts with the unvegetated site which was subject to 

extreme highs during hot days and similar temperatures to the vegetated sites during more 

moderate temperature days (Figure 9A). Figure 13B also displays this with minimum hourly 

temperature indicating ‘cold days’ where temperatures between 8 AM and 8 PM are ~1 °C warmer 

than at the unvegetated site, and ~5 °C warmer temperature for maximum hourly temperature or 

‘hot days’. The existence of a cooler riparian microclimate has also been found in other studies 

surveying different forest communities. Studies find similar results with riparian areas being 5-6 °C 

(Rykken et al., 2007a) or 6-9 °C (Anderson et al., 2007) cooler than cleared or unvegetated locations. 

Additionally, Tsai et al. (2017) found that the difference between riparian and non-riparian locations 

to be greater during summer and “e treme hot weather”, which for their study site in Sheffield, UK 

was 27.4 °C. 

The impact of buffer width on the magnitude of cooling due to the riparian vegetation effect can be 

found by comparing temperatures across the riparian zones for each of the vegetated sites. This 

would indicate no relationship between riparian effect strength and buffer width size with the 20 m 

and 80 m sites having statistically similar mean riparian daily maximum temperatures (Figure 10) 

despite the large size difference. However, the lower temperatures found in the smallest riparian 

zone (20 m width) may be due to over representation of the river channel effect. With the 40 m and 

80 m sites covering larger distances, a smaller proportion of the sensor arrays are impacted by the 

~ 10 m of cooler temperatures from the river channel effect. On the other hand, a larger proportion 

of the 20 m site is subject to warmer temperatures due to the edge effect with half of the 20 m 

riparian zone within 10 m of the warmer adjacent field. 

The overlapping effects along the 20 m riparian zone produced no clear temperature gradients or 

plateaus for daily maximum temperatures and therefore it is challenging to isolate the contribution 

of just the riparian vegetation effect (Figure 11). While low temperatures present here may be due 

to local factors, the 20 m and 40 m sites were within 1 km of each other and featured very similar 

vegetation communities and channel characteristics. A possible explanation for these low 

temperatures is better airflow along the riparian zone, resulting in a less powerful but more 

extensive river channel effect that covers the whole riparian zone. A study of urban greenspace in 

Leipzig, Germany found similar interactions with smaller greenspaces better mixing with 

surrounding air compared to larger greenspaces. In the urban context, this resulted in warmer 

greenspace temperatures and cooler surroundings as the cool air of the greenspace was better 

mixed with the surrounding hot urban air (Jaganmohan et al., 2016).  
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The 40 m and 80 m sites feature very similar temperature gradients across their riparian zones 

despite the difference in scale. However, the riparian vegetation effect at the 80 m site created 

significantly lower mean daily maximum temperatures (Table 1). The increase in width from the 40 

m to 80 m riparian zones resulted in a more robust microclimate with daily maximum temperatures 

being significantly cooler at the wider site with a plateau temperature being ~1 °C cooler. The 80 m 

site was also able to maintain internal temperatures more effectively overnight, resulting in 

significantly higher daily minimum temperatures (Figure 13B). This can be attributed to either a 

more powerful riparian vegetation effect at the larger site or changes in airflow due to the larger 

size producing a more intact riparian microclimate.  

The Jaganmohan et al. (2016) study on greenspaces of varying sizes also found that larger zones 

exhibited more consistent and cooler temperatures due to less cool air being transported away from 

the microclimate. It is important to note that the Jaganmohan et al. (2016) study considered urban 

forests and parks of much larger size range than what was analysed along South Creek, with a 

median of 2.2 ha and a maximum size of 35 ha. However, the Jaganmohan et al. (2016) findings of 

scaled cooling intensity with size are consistent with other studies where larger sites produce more 

intense and extending cooling (Chang et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2021). However significant cooling 

effects were also found in smaller greenspace sizes of 0.1 ha to 1 ha (Jaganmohan et al., 2016; Fan 

et al., 2019). Additionally Olden et al. (2019) found larger buffer widths were more resilient to the 

logging of surrounding forests, recommending buffer widths larger than 30 m are needed to protect 

the riparian microclimate (Olden et al., 2019). Kong et al. (2014) found the same with larger 

greenspaces forming more stable internal microclimates. 

The impact of the edge effect was also visible across each of the vegetated sites, highlighted in 

Figure 11B. As discussed, temperature gradients across the 20 m riparian zone can be attributed to 

a combination of effects, however the temperatures increase within 10 m of the riparian zone edge, 

consistent with the other sites regardless of buffer width (Figure 11, Figure 12A). Temperatures 

within 10 m of the riparian edge at the 40 m zone features the largest degree of warming compared 

to 20 m and 80 m sites. This is attributed to the 20 m site featuring better airflow and an extended 

river channel effect, and the 80 m site featuring a more powerful riparian vegetation effect, in both 

cases resulting in a poorly expressed edge effect. 
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4.1.3 Field Air Temperatures 

Air temperatures outside the riparian zone were characterised by the extent of the riparian 

vegetation effect against prevailing background temperatures, with the 0 m unvegetated site 

experiencing only the river channel effect as discussed earlier. For the vegetated sites, air 

temperatures increased to a plateau at ~32 °C for the 20 m site and 32.5 °C at the 40 m site. 

Temperatures briefly plateau at 90 – 100 m at the 80 m site also at ~32 °C (Figure 11). However, at 

the 80m site the temperature continues to increase towards similar temperatures experienced at 

the unvegetated site. Due to the limited survey extent of the 20 m site extending to a total of only 

40 m from the river channel, its temperature plateau extending only 10 m it’s possible that 

temperatures would further increase beyond this point. However, with both the 20 m and 40 m 

sites reaching similar plateau temperatures could indicate the impact of regional background 

temperatures that prevent temperatures from increasing further to 35 °C seen at the 0 m and 80 m 

sites. This suggests that the temperature plateau seen is not a product of the riparian effect, but 

rather another variable reducing temperatures. This could be due to differing vegetation 

communities of the field sections with the 80 m site featuring shorter pasture grasses in contrast to 

the taller, denser, and unmanaged grasses at the 20m and 40 m sites. The difference in grass; 

species, height, and evapotranspiration and this impact in soil and air temperatures remains largely 

unexplored. 

The strength and range of the riparian vegetation effect can be interpreted from the linear 

temperature gradients based on the common 20 m distance beyond the riparian zone (Figure 11, 

Figure 12B). The 20 m, 40 m and 80 m sites all feature high rates of air temperature increase within 

the first 20 m of the field, suggesting that the extent of the riparian vegetation effect is not 

influenced by the size of the riparian buffer. This is opposite of what was observed for internal 

riparian temperatures discussed earlier and in other studies (Chang et al., 2007; Jaganmohan et al., 

2016; Olden et al., 2019). When solely comparing the shallower temperature gradients for the 40 m 

site to the smaller 20 m site there is evidence of a ‘buffer width size’ to ‘riparian effect e tent’ 

relationship. As both these zones share similar vegetation communities and background 

temperatures, comparisons between these two sites better represents the impact of buffer width. 

The differing field vegetation at the 80 m site could potentially explain why this trend is not evident 

there. Ignoring the temperature itself and only focussing on the temperature gradient can account 

for this difference in vegetation and background or plateau temperature at the 80 m site. Due to 

the lack of a clear temperature plateau along the 80 m transect, it is possible that a plateau of >35 
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°C was never reached and lies beyond the survey extent. This supports the argument that larger 

buffer widths have a riparian vegetation effect that extends further, as temperatures at the 80 m 

site continue to increase up to the survey extend of 40 m (Figure 11). 

 

4.1.4 Minimum Air Temperatures 

Although heat mitigation is this studied focus, daily minimum temperatures highlight how both the 

river channel and riparian vegetation effect warm the surrounding areas overnight. This produces a 

blanket like influence on temperatures. Possible explanations for the warming effects in riparian 

zones include better overnight heat retention in the river and riparian microclimate (Theeuwes et 

al., 2013) due to higher humidity levels and a higher heat capacity (Oke, 1973; Murakawa et al., 

1991; Theeuwes et al., 2013). This limits the rate of daytime warming and the decline in temperature 

overnight. This trend is visible in the flatter diurnal variation gradients for the vegetated sites (Figure 

13A). 

In bankside environments the river channel effect produced warmer overnight temperatures with 

higher bankside daily minimum temperatures at the 0 m, 20 m, and 40 m site. The unvegetated site 

showed the river channel effect increased temperatures by 1 °C within 5 m of the channel bank. 

Again, the vegetated sites were subject to both the river channel and riparian vegetation effect. 

However, the 20 m now site shows clear sperate gradients for the river channel and riparian 

vegetation effects (Figure 11). A similar effect was found by Rykken et al. (2007a) who found 6 AM 

bankside temperatures to be ~ 1 °C warmer at unvegetated locations and ~2 °C at vegetated 

locations. Additionally, temperatures in their 30 m riparian zone remained 2 °C cooler along the 

extent of the buffer (Rykken er al., 2007a). Tsai et al. (2017) also observed a 2 °C warming effect in 

urban riparian zones, with rural sites being marginally (0.1.-0.2 °C) warmer. Differences between 

riparian and non-riparian minimum temperatures were found to be more pronounced during very 

cold winters (Tsai et al., 2017), conditions that are not experienced in South Creek or Greater 

Sydney. 

This study found that the river channel effect seems to be less effective along larger buffer widths, 

increasing temperatures by 0.9 °C at the 20 m site within 5 m and 0.4 m within 10 m at the 40 m 

site. At the widest 80 m site, minimum temperatures increased at 10 m indicating that the river 

channel effect was substantially less effective compared to riparian vegetation effect. 
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Another explanation for this decrease in river channel effect could be the balance between river 

channel and riparian vegetation effects, with wider zones forming more robust and intact riparian 

microclimate, better heat retention resulting in warmer minimum temperatures and a less 

pronounced river channel effect. The statistically similar temperatures across the 20 and 40 m 

riparian zones suggest that wider riparian vegetation buffers are needed to form a more robust 

riparian microclimate that can mitigate daily temperature extremes by retaining more heat over 

night. This is further supported by the 80 m field being significantly warmer than the other sites, 

with the 20 m site being slightly warmer and the 40 m site being slightly colder, indicating no 

relationship between buffer width and minimum temperatures or effectiveness of the riparian 

vegetation effect for these narrower zones. Jaganmohan et al. (2016) found that the warming 

effects of urban greenspaces was significantly influenced by size however many greenspaces failed 

to produce any overnight warming effect. This contrasts to other studies from Rykken et al. (2007a) 

and Tsai et al. (2017) that find similar warmer conditions at vegetated riparian zones. 

 

4.2 Water Temperatures 

Although a significant proportion of a rivers’ thermal regime is dependent on solar input and by 

extension the characteristics of the riparian vegetation (Moore et al., 2005; Caissie, 2006), there are 

other variables that can influence water temperature such as discharge, channel volume and 

upstream water temperature that were beyond the scope of this study. As a result, we did not 

expect to see a clear correlation between buffer width and water temperatures. Therefore, the 

focus here is solely on the differences between the vegetated and unvegetated sites to determine 

the impact of a riparian buffer.  

As expected, the presence of a riparian buffer also resulted in significantly lower daily maximum 

and minimum water temperatures in the vegetated sites (Table 3) due to the interception of 

incoming solar radiation by the channel side vegetation. The increased temperatures can be 

attributed to afternoon solar input, with maximum hourly temperatures spiking at 3 – 5 PM at the 

unvegetated sites, whereas the vegetated sites featured a much flatter temperature gradient across 

the day (Figure 17). Additionally, the more moderate decreases in daily maximum temperature at 

the 80 m site compared to 20 and 40 m sites may be due to upstream conditions where upstream 

water carries the thermal conditions of that reach into the following downstream reaches (Moore 

et al., 2005). The 80 m site features some unvegetated sections upstream of our water temperature 
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sensors identified by our riparian inventory map (Figure 19C), additionally the 80 m site was 

downstream of the highly unvegetated Rossmore reach (Figure 19A). In contrast the 20 and 40 m 

sites were downstream of more consistently intact riparian zone (Figure 19B). 

Several studies have examined the impact riparian zones have on water temperature by comparing 

vegetated to cleared reaches before and after clear cutting (Moore et al., 2005). The Moore et al. 

(2005) review looking at water temperatures post-forest harvesting and found that temperatures 

consistently increased, ranging from ~10 °C at clear cut locations with more moderate ~2-5 °C 

increases at locations containing buffers (Moore et al., 2005). 

 

4.3 Riparian Mapping 

4.3.1 Riparian Inventory 

The LiDAR data used in this study was able to effectively characterize the riparian conditions across 

each of the selected study reaches with vegetation height being presented in “Rivergraph polygons”. 

This success is consistent with other studies that use LiDAR DEM’s to characterize and map riparian 

vegetation (Wawryniak et al., 2017; Loicq et al., 2018).  This concurs with the Dugdale (2019) study 

that finds LiDAR DEM surveying to be one of the most effective and accurate methods. 

Each of the study site showed varying riparian conditions within 80 m of the river channel, with the 

Twin Creeks showing a typical agricultural setting featuring unvegetated grazing land adjacent to a 

river channel (Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19). The Rossmore and Mamre sites featured much higher 

levels of vegetation, the key difference being the consistency of the buffer zone vs width of the 

buffer, with the Rossmore site featuring a more complete riparian vegetation buffer while the 

Mamre site had larger riparian zone (Figure 17, Figure 19). These results highlight areas where the 

buffer width is under the government guidelines, which in this case recommend a width of at least 

40 m (Department of Planning and Environment, 2022a). This difference is also highlighted in the 

mean vegetation height analysis (Figure 18) with the Rossmore site featuring a higher mean height 

within 15 m of the river channel compared to the Mamre site, resulting in an additional 7,000 m2 of 

wooded riparian vegetation. Expanding this to 80 m from the river channel, the Mamre site has the 

higher mean vegetation height and an additional 0.2 km2 of riparian vegetation, indicating wider 

buffer zones at the Mamre site while the Rossmore site featuring more grassland (Table 4). A 

limitation of mean vegetation height analysis is the lack of distinction between continuous riparian 
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zones and other vegetation elements within the survey area. However, limiting this survey to 15m 

or 80 m from the river channel would exclude much of the non-riparian vegetation. 

 

4.3.2 Temperature overlay 

With the use of the remotely sensed riparian buffer width, air temperatures were approximated 

using the in-field collected data. The temperature overlay maps expand the findings of the 1-

dimensional surveys into 2 dimensions, covering larger areas of the surrounding environment 

(Figure 21). Due to a similar magnitude of cooling experienced across the vegetated sites regardless 

of width these maps were mainly focused on portraying the difference to total area cooled and how 

temperatures shifted along the riparian corridor. With this goal in mind the temperature maps were 

effective at portraying this difference, especially when examining the vegetated and unvegetated 

sections of Mamre (33°38’S - 33°48'30"S) (Figure 21B). However, the modelled temperatures 

produced much lower temperatures when compared to the in-field records, especially for locations 

beyond the riparian zone (Figure 20, Figure 22).  

The vegetated and unvegetated models at Mamre also communicate the impact of riparian cooling 

(Figure 20B, C), with existing conditions having significantly cooler mean daily maximum 

temperatures (P=0.00) resulting in 1.5 km2 of cooler temperatures. Based on our infield collected 

data (Figure 5) differences between the vegetated and unvegetated Mamre reaches should indicate 

a 6 °C difference in the riparian zone and a ~3 °C difference beyond the riparian zone (Table 1). 

Temperatures were instead only 3.5-4.5 °C across the entire survey area. This overestimation of the 

extent of riparian cooling in the models was due to the more linear temperature gradients between 

the bank, riparian edge, and survey extent. The magnitude of cooling was moderate at either end 

of the temperature transects with warmer than expected bankside temperatures and cooler 

temperatures at the survey extent (Figure 22B, C). The 20 m site was the only location that featured 

modelled a significantly temperature shift with temperatures increasing 2 °C 80 m beyond the 

channel (Figure 22A). The lack of temperature gradients at the riverbank and riparian edge result in 

the over and underestimation of temperatures. Increasing the difference in temperatures for each 

of the temperature points could better portray the difference between riparian and field locations. 

Additionally, increasing the number of points along the bank, riparian edge and survey extent as 

well as including points at the established bounds of the river channel effect and riparian vegetation 

effect to force the temperature gradients found in the field collected data. Furthermore, the 
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inclusion of additional variables like humidity, elevation, vegetation “nativeness”, and surface 

composition for urban areas might better project temperatures and improve the applicability of this 

model.  

Additional models for each location were created using ArcGIS Pros’s statistical wizard which tailors 

the interpolation variables to improve standard error and root-mean-square. However, although 

these maps had better accuracy in reference to the temperature points, they still struggled to 

portray the temperature gradients observed in the field. The chosen method was more effective at 

highlighting the temperature difference between vegetated sections and areas without riparian 

vegetation. Additionally, these maps highlight the spatial differences between each of the buffer 

widths with larger zones cooling larger areas. 

 

4.4 Implications for urban planning, stream management and UHI mitigation 

The findings of the temperature surveys are presented in Figure 23. These findings highlight the 

cooling impact of riparian vegetation in the riparian zone and adjacent fields and can be used 

alongside the temperature maps to better communicate the impact of riparian vegetation on air 

and water temperatures.  

With the apparent limited reach of the river channel effect, most of the cooling experienced was 

due to the riparian vegetation effect. The lack of relationship between width and the magnitude of 

cooling from the riparian vegetation effect would suggest that riparian zones of 20 m more 

effectively cool the surrounding environment. The ability for even small zones to significantly reduce 

local temperatures increases the applicability of riparian greenspace as a tool to combat UHI as 

smaller zones are more common in these settings (Fan et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021). Meanwhile, 

wider riparian zones do more effectively cool larger areas and their effects extend a lot further. Yu 

et al. (2021) found similar results when studying green and blue space in Nanning, China with smaller 

sites (~0.3 ha in size) being the most efficient at cooling due to the logarithmic cooling to size 

relationship, even though temperatures were lower at larger sites. This basis for cooling 

effectiveness is the reduction of internal microclimate temperatures. However how the riparian 

effect extends and cools the surrounding area is also an important consideration for UHI focused 

riparian zones. At South Creek, larger zones were more effective at reducing surrounding 

temperatures with the 80 m site showing signs of reducing air temperatures 40 m beyond the 

riparian zone. The 40 m site was found to have a marginal impact on surrounding temperature and 
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had the warmest riparian zone. Consequently, riparian zones should target a buffer width of either 

20 m or 80 m where possible to maximize the cooling benefits of the riparian vegetation and river 

channel effects. As the greenspaces studied were surrounded by grasslands, it is anticipated that 

greater cooling would occur at more urbanized sites due to the higher background temperatures 

with temperature differences being more pronounced on hotter days (Figure 13). Tsai et al. (2017) 

compared riparian cooling across rural and urban areas found similar results with maximum daily 

temperatures consistently higher at urban locations. Furthermore, larger scale cooling from both 

the river channel and riparian vegetation effect is also anticipated to extend beyond the survey 

extents of our sensor transects with studies finding cooling to extend the river channel effect by 40 

– 100 m (Park and Lee, 2019) with possible small-scale cooling from blue green space extending 

500+ m (Jiang et al., 2020).  

 

Figure 23: Comparison of daily maximum temperatures between buffer widths. Dashed lines 

indicate river channel effect (blue) and riparian vegetation effect (green) extent. 
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For implementation in the Wester Sydney region, these results can help guide development to 

properly utilize existing green spaces and ensure new green spaces are effective at reducing 

temperatures and mitigating UHI. The Greater Sydney regional plan features several sustainability 

priorities, many of which are focused on protecting natural bushland and addressing the issues of 

UHI (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018b). Many of these priorities are culminated in the South 

Creek corridor plan which aims to create a continuous vegetated riparian corridor along the newly 

urbanized catchment. Importantly these plans highlight a variety of areas including city centers, 

industrial parks and suburbs built around the riparian corridor, however they do not include targets 

for the width of the riparian corridor and the type of vegetation present (Greater Sydney 

Commission, 2018b). The results of this study could be built into these green space plans; by first 

identifying the existing riparian conditions, highlighting areas where the existing buffer is under the 

NSW guidelines of 40+ m (Department of Planning and Environment, 2022a). Additionally, the 

microclimate surveys better quantify the cooling impact that riparian zones have, by breaking down 

these hybrid blue / green spaces into the river channel, riparian vegetation, and edge effects. The 

differences in microclimate effects for buffers of different width changes how the cooling is 

expressed with the 20 m zone seemingly behaving differently to the larger 40 m and 80 m buffers. 

Importantly this should guide the target buffer width for the proposed corridor when the goal of 

these spaces is to mitigate UHI. As established by other studies and reaffirmed by the findings in 

this study, even small sections (<0.3 ha or 20 m buffer widths) of greenspace can significantly reduce 

daily maximum temperatures, with larger sections experiencing a higher consistency of cooling that 

extends further into adjacent areas (Chang et al., 2007; Jaganmohan et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2019; 

Olden et al., 2019). Depending on the land use and the space available, the target buffer width for 

forested riparian corridors can be as small as 20 m, as these sites significantly decrease internal daily 

maximum temperatures as well as the immediate surrounding area. Although the impact of paths, 

and other breaks in the riparian canopy showed no effect on temperatures at the 40 m site, the 

impact of these potentially disruptions to the riparian microclimate need to be studied further (Tsai 

et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2021) with any structure potentially breaking the cohesion of smaller 

riparian zones, diminishing their cooling effect (Tsai et al., 2012; Jaganmohan  et al., 2016; Liang et 

al., 2021). For this reason, larger zones would be better suited for providing a space for recreational 

activities or as commuting pathways which are not subject to extreme heat. Additionally, these 

larger zones would more effectively reduce the temperatures of surrounding unforested 

recreational areas and adjacent buildings. 
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5. Conclusions 

This study reveals riparian microclimate temperatures in a high spatial resolution and effectively 

characterizes the forces that act to reduce air temperatures. The four sites analysed highlight 

different riparian conditions present along South Creek in western Sydney. Each location produced 

different temperature microclimates due to variation in the strength and extent of the river channel, 

riparian vegetation and edge effects present along the stream. This resulted in a significantly hotter 

unvegetated site compared to the sites featuring larger forested riparian buffers, confirming our 

first hypothesis regarding the impact of present or absent riparian vegetation. Variation between 

each of the vegetated riparian zones due to their difference in width partly confirmed our second 

hypothesis, however the relationship between buffer width and cooling experienced was not as 

linear as predicted. While the narrow 20 m riparian zone created the coolest temperatures, the 

increase in buffer width from 40 m to 80 m resulted in a more robust microclimate with lower 

temperature variation and resistance from outside air temperatures. Furthermore, the increase in 

buffer width from 20 m to 40 m and 80 m resulted in the riparian vegetation effect reducing 

temperatures of the adjacent cleared fields and extending further, confirming our third hypothesis. 

Other studies could look into changes in other microenvironment variables such as soil temperature 

and moisture, relative humidity, and solar exposure to better understand how buffer width impacts 

the riparian microclimate. The remotely sensed LiDAR data was able to quantify the existing riparian 

buffer conditions along sections of South Creek, with these techniques available to be applied on a 

catchment scale. Modelling the infield air temperature data highlighted the spatial coverage and 

extent of cooling due to the river and riparian vegetation, however further research is needed to 

improve the accuracy of these models.  
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